Experimental demonstration of a collinear triple pulse grazing-incidence pumping scheme for a transient collisional pumped x-ray laser 1 
. Introduction
Laser-plasma based XRLs have a high photon number [1] and spatial coherence [2] at soft x-ray wavelengths and are therefore suitable for applications as for example material science [3] , holography [4] and plasma diagnostics [5] . Soft x-ray free-electron lasers [6] are large and only available in small numbers in contrary to XRLs, which fit in a laser laboratory-sized environment. High-harmonic generation (HHG) in noble gases requires less pump energy than XRLs [7] and provides a better brilliance [8] and transversal coherence [9] than XRLs but has the drawback of a lower photon number per pulse [10] . Consequently today the main goals in the development of XRLs is to relax the pump energy requirements and increase the quality of the output beam to achieve a higher beam brilliance. Using the transient collisional excitation scheme in combination with chirped-pulseamplification lowered the pump requirements from kJ to »10 J [11] . The later developed grazing-incidence-pumping (GRIP) scheme allowed for saturated XRL emission at pump energies of » 1 J [12] and therefore enabling higher repetition rates. The recently demonstrated double grazing-incidencepumping scheme [13] , in which the pulses for the plasma creation and heating are both collinear, shows a further increase in XRL output energy and stability. The relatively low beam quality of XRLs results from the fact that XRL emission is based on amplified spontaneous emission, i.e. amplification of stochastic noise. This problem can be solved by seeding the XRL beam into a plasma amplifier, which increases significantly the photon number, coherence and brilliance [14] .
We report on experimental results of a scheme using triple pulse grazing-incidence pumping (TGRIP). Simulations of this scheme were already carried out by Janulewicz and Kim [15] and the scheme was experimentally implemented by Ecker [16] and Zimmer [17] . TGRIP uses three collinear pulses to pre-form, create and heat a nickel-like molybdenum plasma. While published simulations and experiments use a ns-pre-pulse and a long pump-pulse of 200 ps followed by a shorter pulse, we achieve optimized conditions with a ns-prepulse and two consecutive pulses as short as 3 ps. Furthermore we show that the TGRIP scheme can be used without any modification in an oscillator-amplifier configuration.
Experimental setup
The experimental setup for single stage and double stage operation is shown in figure 1(a) . The PHELIX laser [18] beam with diameter of 70 mm operated at a repetition rate of » 0.006 Hz is clipped by a rectangle mirror that reflects » 1 3 of the total beam energy (2.2 J compressed) to the beam-line for pumping the seed target and » 2 3 of the beam energy to the beam-line for the amplifier target. A spherical mirror focuses the beam on an m 80 m wide and 5 mm long spot on the seed target with a GRIP angle of 28°. The focus on the amplifier target is achieved with a combination of a 45°o ff-axis parabola and a spherical mirror. In this configuration a line-focus with a reduced width can be achieved [19] , which results in a m 300 m wide and 2 mm long focus with an angle of 68°between the target and incident beam. Each molybdenum target is mounted on a linear stage and the seed target has additionally a rotation stage to compensate for refraction of the XRL output. The horizontal separation of the targets is 20 mm. A 45°multilayer mirror with a reflectivity of 50% for 18.9 nm reflects the XRL output to a back-illuminated thinned CCD (Princeton Instruments PIXIS-XO 1024B) placed approximately 1 m after the amplifier target. A set of aluminum (Al) filters is used to stop IR radiation and to attenuate the XRL pulses before the CCD. The generation of the triple pulse structure (figure 1(a)) is described in [18] and [20] .
Results
The XRL seed output is optimized without the amplifier target. The total pulse energy available for the seed target is 0.7 J compressed, which is divided between the ns-pre pulse, pre-pulse, and the main-pulse. The pulse energy of the ns-pre pulse is left constant at 0.15 J. After finding the best parameters for the seed target the amplifier is put in place and the temporal delay between the two beamlines is scanned. 
Single stage
The optimization of the seed target output is achieved by scanning the delays and pulse durations of the ns-pre-pulse, pre-pulse and main-pulse, and changing the energy splitting ratio between pre-pulse and main-pulse and changing the total pulse energy ( figure 1(a) ). Optimized conditions, in terms of photon counts and beam divergence, are found for a 30/70% energy splitting between pre-pulse and main-pulse and a duration of 1 ns for the ns-pre-pulse with a delay of 1.5 ns between the ns-pre-pulse and the pre-pulse and a delay of 200 ps between the pre-pulse and the main pulse. The duration of pre-pulse and main-pulse is equally short with 3 ps. Figure 2 , shows the scan of the delay between the pre-pulse and main-pulse, while all other parameters are in optimized conditions. The data point for each delay is obtained by the average intensity of a series of three consecutive on a new target position. For comparison with existing results [16, 17] the duration of the main-pulse is changed to 200 ps at a delay of 225 ps between the pre-pulse and the main-pulse and is shown as the long-short data point in figure 2. The data point for the long-short pulse configuration is the average of two individual shots that have a difference in intensity of <1%. As indicated in figure 2 changing to the long-short configuration results in 1/6 of the XRL energy achieved in the short-short configuration for pulse delays between 200 and 300 ps. Furthermore a decrease in beam quality in terms of divergence, as shown in figure 3, can be observed when switching to the long-short pulse configuration. The divergence of the short-short pulse configuration at a delay of 200 ps is 7.2 mrad × 8 mrad at the full-width-half-maximum (FWHM) of the intensity profile. In table 1 the presented XRL is compared to existing results using the TGRIP scheme. The maximum XRL pulse energy of Ecker [16] is 120 nJ and 2.2 μJ of Zimmer [17] for single stage XRL operation. The parameters for the long-short pulse configuration of the presented work are comparable to conditions of the two references. Assuming that the pulse energy reached in the long-short pulse configuration is comparable to the referenced values, we can estimate the short-short pulse configuration to reach a lower limit of 0.72 μJ for the pulse energy at 200 ps delay between pre-pulse and main-pulse. This is in agreement with the pulse energy of 0.87 μJ estimated from the CCD photon counts when the theoretical Al filter transmission [21] and a total aluminum oxide layer of 10nm per filter is considered [22] . The highest single stage XRL pulse energy is achieved with a delay of 300 ps, however the beam divergence is higher than at a delay of 200 ps ( figure 3) . Normalized beam profiles and the corresponding integrations in the horizontal and vertical direction for different XRL pumping configurations: long-short pulse with 225 ps delay, short-short pulse with 200 ps delay and short-short pulse with 300 ps delay. 
Double stage
The optimized output of the seed target (short-short pulse configuration and 200 ps delay) is injected into the amplifier target, which is pumped by the same temporal pulse configuration as the seed target. The estimated beam-size of the seed output at the amplifier entrance is m300 m. For finding best amplification conditions the delay between the pump pulses for the seed and amplifier target was scanned. The results are shown in figure 4 . The main goal of the double-stage setup was to study the amplification dynamics and therefore the seed output was injected in the amplifier target without refocusing or imaging. This leads to a low spatial coupling efficiency of the amplifier which resulted in a photon count ∼50 times less than using the seed target alone. Figure 4(a) shows the amplifier output energy depending on the delay between the seed and amplifier pump pulses, which is the convolution of the seed pulse duration with the gain-lifetime of the amplifier target. The FWHM of the convolution is » 4 ps. One can not infer the pulse and gain duration from the amplification scan alone. The speed of excitation traveling wave is = v 2.68 TW c in the presented setup. Amplification along the whole amplifier target length of 2 mm would result in a minimum duration of 6.7 ps for the gain. However assuming that the seed pulse duration is not longer than the gain duration the FWHM of the convolution gives an upper limit of 4 ps for the gain duration. The measured convolution is broadened compared to a convolution measurement obtained at » v TW c due to the phase slippage between the traveling gain profile and seed pulse. Additionally the maximum distance a ray can travel in the gain-zone is limited by the gradient of the refractive index resulting from the electron density distribution. However data for the electron density is only available for the long-short pulse configuration [15] . Furthermore the effectively used amplifier target length is modified by rotation on the seed target to compensate induced refraction of the amplifier target to redirect the XRL pulses to the CCD. It is possible to retrieve an estimate for the seed and amplifier pulse duration if the same Gaussian line-shape is assumed for both. Numerical calculations were conducted for different amplifier target lengths to reproduce the experimental data of the convolution. The results are shown in figure 4(b) . The experimental results are matched for a pulse duration between 2 and 3 ps. This is shorter than the value of 5 ps observed by Ecker [16] for a triple pulse scheme in a long-short pulse configuration. Compared to Ecker a ∼4 times higher peak intensity is used for the main pulse, which creates a higher electron temperature. This results in a faster collisional ionization of the Ni-like ions [23] and a shorter XRL pulse duration.
Conclusion and outlook
In conclusion we showed that in a pumping scheme with three pulses the XRL output can be further improved by using a nspre-pulse followed by two 3 ps pulses. All three pulses are collinear, which simplifies the experimental setup and pulse timing. The photon count can be increased ∼6 times compared to existing XRL pump pulse configurations.
In a pumping scheme with three pulses the formation of the plasma, the creation of the nickel-like state of the ions and heating of the electrons is decoupled. The output intensity depends on the number of lasing ions and consequently on the nickel-like abundance of the ions and the electron temperature for the collisional excitation. With identical heating pulses, both long-short and short-short configuration, have the same electron temperature. The lower gain with a long second pulse (200 ps) therefore suggests a less efficient nickel-like ion generation than a short pulse (3 ps).
The XRL can be extended to a double stage XRL using the same pulse configuration. First amplification dynamics measurements show a pulse duration between 2 and 3 ps and a gain factor of 6, which is also useful information for benchmarking simulations. Due to a low coupling efficiency the photon count in the double stage configuration is lower compared to the single stage output. This drawback can be compensated by imaging the seed target output on the entrance of the amplifier target and a rotation stage for the amplifier target for compensation of refraction. With this improvements we expect a decreased beam divergence and photon count above the level of the seed, which leads in total to a higher peak brilliance. In the single stage configuration an output of7 10 10 photons per shot with a relative bandwidth l l D of´-5 10 5 [16] was achieved which is competitive with other spatial coherent XUV sources. HHG driven by a 40 fs laser at 800 nm in argon has a relative bandwidth of -4 10 2 with1.6 10 8 photons per pulse for the 25th highharmonic order [24] . The FLASH FEL can be tuned from 6.8 to 47 nm [25] and achieves in average »6 10 12 photons per shot in a relative bandwidth of´-1 10 2 . It has to be noted that HHG has the ability to produce isolated pulses with attosecond duration using a few cycle driving lasers [26] , which results in a relative bandwidth of´-4 10 1 .
The presented results show the importance of collinear traveling amplified laser pulses for pumping XRLs. Newly developed diode pumped laser systems based on ytterbiumdoped gain media [27] allow the amplification of several pulses due to high saturation fluence of the amplification media [28] . Using this new generation diode pumped lasers the efficiency and repetition rate of XRLs using several collinear excitation pulses can be further increased, while the pumping requirements for the laser are lowered.
